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D. Commenges and H. Jacqmin-Gadda (1997, J. Roy. Statist. Soc. B 59,
157171) considered generalized score tests of homogeneity that accommodate
parametric and semiparametric regression models arising from multivariate random
effects with common variance and known correlations. In this paper we give some
sufficient hypotheses under which the asymptotic behavior of the test statistic is
standard normal for the proportional hazards model with right censored data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A common complicated feature of, e.g., reliability or survival analysis
may be the presence of unobserved heterogeneity between subjects (e.g.
biological variation not explained by available covariates in regression
models). Hence it is important to both propose models that take into
account such heterogeneity (like frailty models) and test that such
heterogeneity is not present for specific data (for a wide introduction to
these models and tests see Section 1.1 in Ng and Cook, 1999).
Commenges and JacqminGadda (1997) proposed generalized score test
of homogeneity. The aim of these tests is to use frailties to introduce
specific deviations from an underlying model, like the proportional hazards
model (PHM) and then to test the absence of frailty. The structure of
correlation between frailties is known and allows to specify multivariate
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effects like, for example, groups effects (see Commenges and Andersen,
1995). The generalization relatively to previous homogeneity tests is due to
considering a correlated (rather than shared) random effects model on one
hand, and considering a general likelihood, which can be a partial
likelihood, on the other hand: thus homogeneity testing in a semi-
parametric context can be done. Lin (1997) considered a more general
parametric case in which the covariance of the random effects depends on
a vector of parameters, while keeping the null hypothesis to be an inde-
pendence hypothesis. We will not treat such an extension here because the
asymptotic is more complex than in the semi-parametric case that we
consider. In Commenges and JacqminGadda (1997) the statistics were
claimed to be asymptotically standard normal but conditions for
asymptotic normality were expected to be non trivial in the case of the
PHM. Since these homogeneity tests are based on the asymptotic behavior
of the score statistic, it is clearly necessary to give conditions for which
asymptotic normality of the score statistic is achieved; this is the aim of this
paper.
Suppose we observe (Xi , $i , zi) (1in) where Xi=Ti 7 Ci is the mini-
mum of the failure time Ti and the censoring time Ci , $i=1(TiCi) is the
censoring indicator (1( } ) is the indicator function) and zi # R
p is a vector
of covariates. Suppose that the conditional hazard function : i of Ti given
zi is given by
:i (s)=:0(s) exp(;$zi+= i), s0, (1)
where :0 is the unknown baseline hazard function of the PHM, ; # R p is
the unknown regression parameter and exp(=i) is the non observable frailty
for the ith subject. Consider now the counting processes N i (t)=1(Xit;
$i=1). It is well known that for multiplicative intensity models with inde-
pendent censoring assumption, processes
Mi (t)=Ni (t)&|
t
0
Yi (s) :0(s) exp(;$zi+= i) ds, t0,
where Yi (t)=1(Xit), are martingales with respect to the right-con-
tinuous filtration (Ft)t0 :
Ft=_[Ni (s), Y i (s), = i , zi ; 1in; 0st], t0,
with Ft /F where (0, F, P) is the underlying complete probability space.
Using the above model Commenges and JacqminGadda (1997) proposed
a score statistic to test the null hypothesis that all the =i are null. Noting
=i=%12vi it is supposed that E(v i)=0, E(v2i )=1 and E(vivj)=wij (known)
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whenever i{ j, then the null hypothesis reduces to %=0. They obtained the
following stochastic integral representation for the score at time t,
T (n)(;, t)= :
n
i=1
|
t
0
Hi (s) dMi (s),
where
Hi (s)=2 :
n
j=1
(M j (s&)& pj (s))(wij& :
n
k=1
wjk pk(s)),
with pi (s)=exp(;$zi) Yi (s)S (0)(s), S (0)(s)=nj=1 exp(;$zj) Yj (s) and the
martingale residuals M i are defined by:
M i (t)=Ni (t)& :
n
j=1
|
t
0
pi (s) dNj (s)=M i (t)& :
n
j=1
|
t
0
pi (s) dMj (s).
The predictible variation process (T (n)(;, } ))(t) of T (n)(;, t) is defined by:
(T (n)(;, } ))(t)= :
n
i=1
|
t
0
H 2i (s) Y i (s) exp(;$zj) :0(s) ds.
In the following section are given the main results about the asymptotic
behavior of suitable standardization of T (n) when both the regression
parameter ; is known and estimated. Section 3 deals with several examples
were assumptions of Section 2 are met. Section 4 is devoted to proofs while
relegating some technical developments in Section 5.
2. MAIN RESULTS
All convergence results are given with respect to n tending to infinity.
Denote by a&2n =
n
i=1 
n
j=1w
2
ij a normalizing sequence and $ij=1(i= j).
2.1. The Regression Parameter ; Is Known
In this subsection we assume that parameter ; is known; consequently in
the sequel we will delete parameter ; from our notations and we will
denote exp(;$zi) by ri for simplicity.
A1. a. Let { # (0, +) be a real such that :0 is bounded on [0, {].
b. There exists a finite constant R # R+ such that supn1 rnR.
A2. limn   n12a32n max1in 
n
j=1 |wij |=0.
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A3. There exists a deterministic function # defined on [0, {] such
that
sup
s # [0, {] }a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
w2ijYi (s) r i4
1+$ij
j (s)&#(s)} wP 0,
where the processes 4i ( } )= }0 riYi (s) :0(s) ds are compensators of the
counting processes Ni ( } ) under the null hypothesis.
A4. For k=0, 1, 2 there exist deterministic functions s(k) defined on
[0, {] such that
sup
t # [0, {] } :
n
j=1
Yj (t) rk+1j
n
&s(k)(t)} wP 0,
moreover, s(0) is bounded away from 0 on [0, {].
Theorem 2.1. Let us assume that assumptions A1A4 are satisfied and
’=limn  + na2n exists. Then the statistic
T (n)({)
((T (n)( } )) ({))12
is asymptotically
standard normal. Moreover we have
(anT (n)( } )) ({) w
P !2({)=4 |
{
0 \#(t)&’
(s(1)(t))2
s(0)(t)
A20(t)+ :0(t) dt.
Remark 2.1. Assumption A1-a could be relaxed by choosing { such
that:
0<{<sup {t0; A0(t)=|
t
0
:0(s) ds<+= .
2.2. The Regression Parameter ; Is Unknown
We consider the following assumptions:
B1. Let us define:
S (k)(;, t)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
exp((k+1) ;$zj) Y j (t), for k=0, 1, 2,
S(3+k)(;, t)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
zj exp((k+1) ;$zj) Yj (t), for k=0, 1,
and
S(5)(;, t)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
z 2j exp(;$zj) Y j (t),
where z 2=zz$ is a p_p real matrix for z a p_1 real vector.
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There exists a neighborhood B of ;0 and real, vector and matrix func-
tions s(k) and s(3+k) (k=0, 1, 2) defined on B_[0, {] such that
sup
(;, t) # B_[0, {]
|S (k)(;, t)&s(k)(;, t)| wP 0,
and
sup
(;, t) # B_[0, {]
&S(k)(;, t)&s(k)(;, t)& wP 0,
where &x&=max1ip, 1 jq |x ij | if x denotes a p_q real matrix with
entries xij . Moreover, s(0) is bounded away from 0 on B_[0, {] and we
have for all (;, t) # B_[0, {]:

;
s(0)(;, t)=s(3)(;, t) and
2
;;$
s(0)(;, t)=s(5)(;, t).
B2. We have supn1&zn&C<+.
B3. The family of functions s(0)( } , t), s(3)( } , t) and s(5)( } , t), 0t{
is equicontinuous at ;0 .
B4. The matrix
70(;0 , {)=|
{
0 \
s(5)(;0 , t)
s(0)(;0 , t)
&\s
(3)(;0 , t)
s(0)(;0 , t)+
2
+ s(0)(;0 , t) :0(t) dt,
is positive definite.
From now on, we replace ; by an estimator ; in T (n)(;, t).
Theorem 2.2. Under A1-a, A2 and B1B4, if ’=limn  + na2n exists
and ; is the Cox partial likelihood estimator of ;0 , anT (n)(; , {) is asymptoti-
cally normal with zero mean and variance _2({) given by
_2({)=!2({)&\$({) 7&10 (;0 , {) \$({),
where the vector function \ is defined by
\({)=’12 |
{
0 \s(3)(t)
s(1)(t)
s(0)(t)
&s(4)(t)+ dA20(t).
Remark 2.2. Note that if limn  + na2n=0, we get from Theorem 2.2
that statistics anT (n)(; , t) and anT (n)(;0 , t) are asymptotically equivalent.
For computational aspects see Commenges and JacqminGadda (1997).
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3. SPECIAL CASES
In this section we give sufficient conditions for which assumptions of
Section 2 may be satisfied. Then, several examples are reviewed.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose in the PHM that (Ti , Ci , zi) (i=1, ..., n) are
independent, identically distributed replicates of (T, C, z), where the failure
and censoring times variables T and C are absolutely continuous positive ran-
dom variables conditionally independent given z. Let Xi=Ti 7 Ci , $i=1(Ti
Ci), Ni (t)=1(Tit; $i=1) and Yi (t)=1(Xit). Assume the covariate
vector z is constant (in time) and bounded. Assumptions A1 and B1B4 will
be satisfied if P(Yi ({)>0)>0 and 70(;0 , {) is positive definite. Moreover,
if limn  + na2n=0, assumption A3 is satisfied too.
Example 3.1 (Uncorrelated random effects). This is the situation where
wij=$ij for 1i, jn. It is easy to see that in such a case, assumption A3
follows immediately from B1. Then, under assumptions of Theorem 3.1
without limn  + na2n=0 but with limn  + na
2
n=1 we get A1A3 and
B1B4. Theorem 2.2 may be applied. This test may be viewed as a goodness-
of-fit test for the PHM.
Example 3.2 (Weak correlation of random effects). This is the situation
where wij=$ij+$ ijn: for 1i, jn ($ ij=1&$ ij). It is easy to show that
A2 is satisfied for :>34. Then we have limn  + na2n=1 and if B1 is
satisfied it is easy to see that #=s(2)A0 in A3. Then, under assumptions of
Theorem 3.1 (without limn  + na2n=0), Theorem 2.2 may be applied
with ’=1.
Example 3.3 (Groups of same size). This is the situation where there
are k groups of size p. We have n=kp and wij=1 if individuals i and j
belong to the same group and wij=0 otherwise; this test shows up group
effects. It is easy to see that
lim
n  
n12a32n max
1in
:
n
j=1
|wij |=0.
If p  + as n  + we have limn  + na2n=0 and then, if assump-
tions of Theorem 3.1 are true, Theorem 2.2 may be applied.
If p is fixed then limn  + na2n=1p. Suppose that individuals are
numbered such that individuals 1, ..., p belong to the first group,
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individuals p+1, ..., 2p belong to the second group and so on. We can
write
a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
w2ijYi (t) ri 4
1+$ij
j (t)=A0(t) |
t
0
|(s, t) :0(s) ds,
where |(s, t)= 1k 
k
i=1 Zi (s, t) with independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) processes Zi ’s defined by
Zi (s, t)=
1
p2
:
ip
j=(i&1) p+1
:
ip
l=(i&1) p+1
r1+$jlj rlYj (t) Yl (s).
Since the processes Zi ’s are uniformly bounded on [0, {]2 by the strong
law of large numbers for i.i.d. processes (see e.g. HoffmannJorgensen,
1994) we get the strong (almost-surely) uniform convergence of | to its
mean on [0, {]2; assumption A3 follows. Again, assumptions of Theorem
3.1 without limn  + na2n=0 allows the use of Theorem 2.2.
For groups of various sizes, a sufficient condition to get A2 is
lim
n   \ :
k
i=1
n2i +
&12
max
1ik
ni=0,
where ni is the size of the ith group.
4. PROOFS
In the sequel we delete ; from our notations whenever it is equal to ;0 ,
we use the notation $ ij=1&$ ij and we recall that convergence results are
given with respect to n tending to infinity.
Proof (of Theorem 2.1). We have:
an
2
T (n)(t)=an :
n
i=1
|
t
0
:
n
j=1
Mj (s&) \wij& :
n
k=1
wjkpk(s)+ dM i (s) (2a)
+an :
n
i=1
|
t
0
:
n
j=1
(M j (s&)&Mj (s&)) \wij& :
n
k=1
wjk pk(s)+ dMi (s) (2b)
&an :
n
i=1
|
t
0
:
n
j=1
p j (s) \wij& :
n
k=1
wjkpk(s)+ dMi (s). (2c)
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Let us note respectively anT (n)b and an T
(n)
c the terms in (2b) and (2c). These
processes are martingales and (anT (n)b ( } )) ({) is equal to
a2n :
n
i=1
|
{
0 \ :
n
j=1
(M j (s&)&Mj (s&)) \wij& :
n
k=1
w jkpk(s)++
2
d4i (s)
4RA0({) na2n \ max1in sups # [0, {] } :
n
j=1
wij (M j (s)&M j (s))}+
2
=oP(1),
from Lemma 5.1(iv); it follows by the Lenglart inequality that:
sup
t # [0, {]
|anT (n)b (t)| w
P
0.
Likewise we have
(anT (n)c ( } )) ({)=a
2
n :
n
i=1
|
{
0 \ :
n
j=1
p j (s) \wij& :
n
k=1
wjk pk(s)++
2
d4 i (s)
4RA0({) na2n \ max1in sups # [0, {] :
n
j=1
|wij | pj (s)+
2
=oP(1),
from Lemma 5.1(iii); it follows by the Lenglart inequality that:
sup
t # [0, {]
|anT (n)c (t)| w
P
0.
We have then proved that anT (n)(t)2 is asymptotically equivalent to
an T (n)(t)2=an ni=1
t
0H i (s) dMi (s) (defined by the right hand side of
(2a)) uniformly on [0, {], so we shall apply the Rebolledo theorem (see
e.g. Andersen et al., p. 8384) to anT (n). First note that from Lemma 5.1(ii),
(anT (n)= ( } )) (t)=4a
2
n :
n
i=1
|
t
0
H 2i (s) 1(an |H i (s)|>=) d4i (s) w
P
0,
and then, the first assumption of the Rebolledo theorem is satisfied. To
finish the proof we have to show that there exists a deterministic function
v such that (anT (n)( } )) (t)  v(t) for t # [0, {]. For this we can see that
(anT (n)( } )) (t)=4V (n)1 (t)&4V
(n)
2 (t),
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where, using the fact that Yi (s) M :i (s&)=(&1)
: 4:i (s) for :=1, 2, we
have:
V (n)1 (t)=a
2
n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
|
t
0
Y i (s) r iMj (s&) Mk(s&) wijwik dA0(s)
=a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
|
t
0
Yi (s) riMj (s&) Mk(s&) wijwik $ jkdA0(s) (3a)
+a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
|
t
0
Yi (s) r iw2ij(M
2
j (s&)&4j (s)) $ ijdA0(s) (3b)
+a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
|
t
0
Yi (s) r iw2ij4
1+$ij
j (s) dA0(s) (3c)
and
V (n)2 (t)=a
2
n |
t
0 \ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
pi (u) wijMj (u&)+
2
S (0)(u) dA0(u)
=
a2n
n |
t
0 \ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Y i (u) ri wijM j (u&)+
2
\ nS (0)(u)&
1
s(0)(u)+ dA0(u) (4a)
+
a2n
n |
t
0 \ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Yi (u) ri wij$ i jMj (u&)+
2 :0(u)
s(0)(u)
du (4b)
&
2a2n
n |
t
0
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
Yi (u) ri4i (u) Yj (u) r jwjk$ jkMk(u&)
:0(u)
s(0)(u)
du (4c)
+na2n |
t
0 \
1
n
:
n
i=1
Yi (u) r i4i (u)+
2 :0(u)
s(0)(u)
du (4d)
Since ’=limn  + na2n exists, Yi (s) 4 i (s)=Y i (s) ri A0(s), from A3 and A4
we get immediately that 4_(3c)&4_(4d) converges to:
!2(t)=4 |
t
0 \#(u)&’
(s(1)(u) A0(u))2
s(0)(u) + :0(u) du.
We shall achieve the proof by showing that terms (3a), (3b), (4a), (4b) and
(4c) tend to 0 in probability.
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From A1A2 we get sups # [0, {] |Mi (s)|1+RA0({) and we know that
|wij |1. It follows that
sup
s # [0, {] } a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
Yi (s) ri Mj (s&) Mk(s&) wijwik $ jk }
a2nn
3R(1+RA0({))2
and from calculations of the appendix, both conditions (i) and (ii) of
Proposition 5.1 are satisfied. Hence term (3a) tends to 0 in probability.
Let us remark that M j=M 2j &4j are independent martingales uniformly
bounded by (1+RA0({))2+RA0({)(2+RA0({))2, thus
sup
s # [0, {] } a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Yi (s) riw2ijM j (s&) $ ij }n2a2n(2+RA0({))2.
The above result with calculations of the appendix allow, once again, to
use Proposition 5.1 and so we get that term (3b) tends to 0 in probability.
Term (4a) is bounded by
sup
u # [0, {] }
n
S (0)(u)
&
1
s(0)(u) }
a2n
n |
t
0 \ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Y i (s) r i wij Mj (s&)+
2
dA0(s).
The supremum tends to 0 in probability from A4 and then we show for the
remainder term (in a similar fashion as for (3a) and (3b)) that conditions
(i) and (iii) of Proposition 5.1 are satisfied. Thus (4a) tends to 0 in prob-
ability.
Since :0 s(0) is bounded on [0, {] we apply Proposition 5.1 to (4b) and
(4c) as above to show that these terms tend to 0 in probability. Theorem
2.1 is proved.
Now to prove Theorem 2.2 we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Under assumptions A1-a, A2 and B1B2, for all t # [0, {]
we have
an T (n)(; , t)=an T (n)(;0 , t)+an(; &;0)$

;
T (n)(;0 , t)+oP(1),
if ; satisfies the asymptotic condition n12(; &;0)=OP(1).
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Proof (of Lemma 4.1). By a second order Taylor expansion of T (n)(; , t)
around ;0 we get for t # [0, {]
anT (n)(; , t)=an T (n)(;0 , t)+an(; &;0)

;
T (n)(;0 , t)
+
1
2
n12(; &;0)$
an
n
2
;;$
T (n)(;*, t) n12(; &;0), (5)
where ;* belongs to the line segment with extremities ;0 and ; .
Let B(;0 , =) be the ball subset [; # R p ; &;&;0&=] of R p. Since ; is
consistent, ;* is consistent too, therefore we have just to show that:
sup
;* # B(;0, =) "
an
n
2
;;$
T (n)(;*, t)"=oP(1).
We have the following decomposition:
an
n
2
;;$
T (n)(;, t)
=&
an
n
:
n
i=1
|
t
0
H i (;, s)z 2i 4i (;, ds)&
an
n
:
n
i=1
|
t
0

;
Hi (;, s) z$i4 i (;, ds)
&
an
n
:
n
i=1
|
t
0
zi

;$
H i (;, s) 4i (;, ds)+
an
n
:
n
i=1
|
t
0
2
;;$
Hi (;, s) Mi (;, ds).
(6)
From A1, B2 and for ; # B(;0 , =), there exists a finite constant K such that
"ann :
n
i=1
|
t
0
H i (;, s) z 2i 4i (;, ds)"
K max
1in
sup
(s, ;) # [0, {]_B(;0, =)
|anHi (;, s)|,
then, from Lemma 5.2 (iv) we get:
sup
; # B(;0, =) "
an
n
:
n
i=1
|
t
0
Hi (;, s) z 2i 4 i (;, ds)"=oP((nan)&12)=oP(1).
Similarly, using Lemma 5.2 we show that the three other terms in the right
hand side of (6) converge in probability to 0, which achieves the proof of
Lemma 4.1. K
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Proof (of Theorem 2.1). Under regularity conditions A1-a and B1B4
the Cox estimator ; of ;0 satisfies n12(; &;0)=OP(1) (see Andersen and
Gill, 1982), therefore Lemma 4.1 may be applied. Let U(n)(;0 , } ) be the
martingale process defined by
U(n)(;0 , t)= :
n
i=1
|
t
0 \zi&
S(3)(s)
S (0)(s)+ dMi (s).
Using our Theorem 2.1, Theorem 8.2.1 in Fleming and Harrington
(1991) and the Rebolledo theorem we get that the process
V(n)( } )=\ anT
(n)(;0 , } )
n&12U(n)(;0 , } )+
is asymptotically gaussian if there exists a deterministic vector function
defined on [0, {] such that for all t # [0, {]
(anT (n)(;0 , } ), n&12U(n)(;0 , } )) (t)
converges pointwize in probability to that function. By the standard techni-
que we used in the proof of Theorems 2.1 we get
(anT (n)(;0 , } ), n&12U(n)(;0 , } )) (t)
=n&12an :
n
i=1
|
t
0 \zi&
S(3)(s)
S (0)(s)+ Hi (s) d4i (s) wP &\(t),
where
\(t)=&’12 |
t
0 \s(4)(u)&
s(1)(u)
s(0)(u)
s(3)(u)) dA20(u). (7)
Now we can use the following representation (see e.g. Fleming and
Harrington, 1991, p. 299) for anT (n)(; , {),
anT (n)(; , {)=\1, n&12an ; T (n)(;0 , {) I (n)(;*, {)+ V(n)({)+oP(1),
where ;* is on a line segment between ; and ;0 and I (n)(;*, {) w
P
7&10 (;0 , {). Then, by the Slutsky theorem and the asymptotic normality of
V(n)({) we get that anT (n)(; , {) is asymptotically normal with variance
_2({)=(1, \$({) 7&10 (;0 , {)) \ !
2({)
&\({)
&\({)
70(;0 , {)+\
1
7&10 (;0 , {)\({)+
=!2({)&\$({) 7&10 (;0 , {) \({),
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where ! is defined in Theorem 2.1. This achieves the proof of Theorem
(2.2). K
Proof (of Theorem 3.1). For A1 and B1B4 it is enough to follow the
lines of the proof of Theorem 8.4.1 in Fleming and Harrington (1991). For
A3 we can write
1(t)=|
t
0
|(s, t) :0(s) ds,
where
|(s, t)=a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
w2ijrirjYi (t) Yj (s) 4
$ij
i (t).
Let us define
| (s, t)=a 2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
w2ij$P ijrirjYi (t) Yj (s),
where a &2n =a
&2
n &n. Using B2 and limn  + na
2
n=0, it is easy to see that
sup
(s, t) # [0, {]2
||(s, t)&| (s, t)| wP 0.
Moreover we have E(| (s, t))=K(t) K(s), where
K(t)=E(exp(;$0z)1(T 7 Ct))=G(t) E(exp(;$0 z&A0(t) exp(;$0 z)),
where G is the survival function of C. By the Lebesgue Theorem the func-
tion K is continuous and non-increasing. Now, with limn  + na2n=0
straightforward calculations lead to limn  0E((| (s, t)&K(s) K(t))2)=0,
then, for all (s, t) # [0, {]2 we have | (s, t) wP K(s) K(t). By Proposition
(5.2) we get the expected result. K
5. TECHNICAL RESULTS
Lemma 5.1. Under assumptions A1, A2 and A4 we have:
(i) max1in sups # [0, {] a12n |
n
j=1 wijMj (s)|=oP(1).
(ii) max1in sups # [0, {] a12n |H i (s)|=oP(1).
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(iii) max1in sups # [0, {] (nan)32 nj=1 |wij | pj (s)=oP(1).
(iv) max1in sups # [0, {] na32n |
n
j=1wij (M j (s)&Mj (s))|=oP(1).
Proof. (i) First note that a12n 
n
j=1 wijMj are martingales on [0, {] with
a12n :
n
j=1
wij Mj ( } ) (s)RA0({) an max1in :
n
j=1
|wij |=o(1),
from A2. The result follows immediately by applying the Lenglart
inequality (see e.g. Andersen et al., 1993, p. 86).
(ii) We have just to note that for s # [0, {]
H i (s)2 max
1in
sup
s # [0, {] } :
n
j=1
wij Mj (s)} ,
and then apply (i).
(iii) The result follows immediately form A1, A2 and A4.
(iv) Processes
na32n :
n
j=1
wij (M j (t)&Mj (t))=&na32n :
n
k=1
|
t
0 \ :
n
j=1
w ijpj (s)+ dMk(s)
are martingales and we have
na32n :
n
j=1
wij (M j ( } )&M j ( } )) (t)
RA0({)(nan)3 \ max1in sups # [0, {] :
n
j=1
|wij | pj (s)+
2
=oP(1),
from (iii), therefore:
max
1in  :
n
j=1
wij (M j ( } )&Mj ( } )) ({) wP 0.
The result follows by applying the Lenglart inequality. K
Lemma 5.2. Under assumptions A1A2 and B1B2 we have for B(;0 ,
=)/B (=0):
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(i) there exists a positive finite real constant K such that for (s, ;) #
[0, {]_B(;0 , =):
max \" ; pi (;, s)" , "
2
; 2
pi (;, s)"+Kpi (;, s).
(ii) We have
max
1in
sup
(s, ;) # [0, {]_B(;0, =) " :
n
j=1
wij2pj (;, s)"=oP((nan)&32),
where 2 is the operator identity, ; or
2
;;$ .
(iii) max1in sup(s, ;) # [0, {]_B(;0, =) |
n
j=1 wijM j (;, s)|=oP(n
&12
a&32n ).
(iv) max1in sup(s, ;) # [0, {]_B(;0, =) |H i (;, s)|=oP(n
&12a&32n ).
Proof. (i) Since we have

;
pi (;, s)= pi (;, s)\zi& :jn zjpj (;, s)+ ,
the result follows from B2. The same method can be applied to
2
;;$ pi (;, s).
(ii) This is a straightforward consequence of (i) and A2-b.
(iii) We have:
} :
n
j=1
wij Mj (;, s) }
= } :
n
j=1
wij Mj (;0 , s)+ :
n
j=1
|
s
0
w ij (exp(;$0zj)&exp(;$zj)) Y j (u) :0(u) du} .
From A1, B2 and the fact that ; # B(;0 , =), there exists a finite positive
constant K such that the last expression is bounded by:
max
1in
sup
s # [0, {] } :
n
j=1
wij Mj (;0 , s)}+K max1in :
n
j=1
|w ij |.
From Lemma 5.1(i) and A2-b we get:
max
1in
sup
(s, ;) # [0, {]_B(;0, =) } :
n
j=1
wij Mj (;, s)}=oP(n&12a&32n ). (8)
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We have also:
n12a32n :
n
j=1
wijM j (;, s)=n12a32n :
n
j=1
wijMj (;, s) (9a)
&n12a32n :
n
k=1
|
s
0 \ :
n
j=1
wijp j (;, u)+ Mk (;0 , du) (9b)
&n12a32n :
n
k=1
|
s
0 \ :
n
j=1
wijpj (;, u)+ (e; $0 zk&e;$zk) Yk(u) :0(u) du. (9c)
From (8) the right hand side in (9a) is a oP(1). Moreover (9b) is a mar-
tingale with covariation process bounded by
Kn2a3n \ max1in sup(s, ;) # [0, {]_B(;0, =) :
n
j=1
|wijpj (;, s)|+
2
,
where K is a positive finite constant which arises from A1, B2 and the fact
that ; belongs to B(;0 , =); hence, from (ii) the last expression has a
stochastic order oP(n2a3n(nan)
&3)=oP(1), then, by the Lenglart inequality
we get that
n12a32n max
1in
sup
(s, ;) # [0, {]_B(;0, =) } :
n
k=1
|
s
0 \ :
n
j=1
wijpj (;, u)+ Mk(;0 , du)}
tends to 0 in probability. Now, for ; # B(;0 , =), |(9c)| is bounded by:
K$(nan)32 max
1in
sup
(s, ;) # [0, {]_B(;0, =) } :
n
j=1
wij pj (;, s)} ,
where K$ is a finite constant. Therefore, by (ii) the last expression has
stochastic order oP(1) and then result (iii) follows.
(iv) Straightforward in view of (ii), (iii) and the fact that nj=1
pj (;, s)=1. K
The following proposition is a corollary of a result by Helland (1983)
(see e.g. Andersen et al., 1993, p. 86).
Proposition 5.1. Let [Xn(s), 0s{<+]n1 be a sequence of
processes defined on the same probability space. We consider the following
conditions:
(i) for all n, sups # [0, {] |Xn(s)| is almost surely bounded.
(ii) sups # [0, {] E[X 2n(s)]  0.
(iii) sups # [0, {] E[|Xn(s)|]  0.
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Then, if (i) is satisfied with (ii) or (iii) we have:
sup
t # [0, {] } |
t
0
Xn(s) ds} wP 0.
Proof. We give the proof when conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied since
(ii) implies (iii). Let (kn)n1 be a sequence of finite real numbers such that
sups # [0, {] |Xn(s)|kn almost surely. We may suppose (kn)n1 non
decreasing and kn1 for all n. Let =>0 be a fixed real; we put C0=kn0
where n0 satisfies:
sup
s # [0, {]
E [X 2n(s)]<=C0 , nn0 ,
which is possible from (ii). Let s # [0, {], from (i), for n<n0 we have
I[ |Xn(s)| >C]=0 for all C>C0 and then
max
1n<n0
E[|Xn(s)| I[ |Xn(s)| >C]]=0.
Moreover, for all C>C0
sup
n1
E[|Xn(s)| I[ |Xn(s)|>C]] sup
nn0
E [X 2n(s)]
1
C
=.
Thus we have proved that for all s0:
lim
C  +
sup
n1
E[ |Xn(s)| I[ |Xn(s)|>C]]=0.
The sequence (Xn)n1 is equi-integrable. Now, from (ii) it follows that for
any s # [0, {], Xn(s) 
P
0. From the CauchySchwarz inequality we have
E[|Xn(s)|](E[X 2n(s)])
12( sup
s # [0, {]
E[X 2n(s)])
121
for all n greater than a given n$0 (from (ii)), thus, from (i) we have for any
n1 and s # [0, {]:
E[|Xn(s)|]max(1, max
1 jn $0
k j).
Now we can apply a result of Helland (1983) which says
E _ supt # [0, {] }|
t
0
Xn(s) ds}& 0.
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By the Bienayme Tchebycheff inequality we achieve the proof of the
proposition.
Remark 5.1. Nothing is changed in the proof of Proposition (5.1) if Xn
is multiplied by a bounded positive function defined on [0, {].
The following proposition is stochastic version of the well known Dini
theorem.
Proposition 5.2. Let (F n)n1 be a sequence of processes defined on
A=> pj=1 [aj , bj]/R
p (with &<a j<bj<+ for j=1, ..., p) and F a
continuous deterministic function defined on A. Suppose that F and F n (n1)
are (almost-surely for the F n) non-increasing with respect to each of their
components on A. If F n converges pointwise in probability to F on A, there-
fore:
sup
x # A
|F n(x)&F(x)| w
P
0.
Proof. We give the proof for p=1; calculations for p1 are
straightforward. Let =>0 and ’>0 be two reals. Since F is continuous on
a compact subset [a, b] of R it is uniformly continuous on [a, b]. Then
there exists $=$(=)>0 such that:
sup
[(s, t) # [a, b]2; |s&t|<$]
|F(s)&F(t)|<=2.
Let a=t0<t1< } } } <tk=b be a partition of [a, b] such that |ti+1&t i |<
$ for i=0, 1, ..., k&1 (k=k(=)). We have:
sup
t # [a, b]
|F n(t)&F(t)|=2+2 max
0ik
|F n(t i)&F (t i)|.
It follows that
P( sup
t # [a, b]
|F n(t)&F(t)|>=)P( max
0ik
|F n(ti)&F(ti)|>=4). (10)
Now, for 0ik there exists ni=n(i, =, ’) such that for all nni :
P( |F n(t i)&F(ti)|>=4)’k.
Then, for n$=max0ik ni we have for all nn$:
P( max
0ik
|F n(ti)&F(t i)|>=4)’.
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By (10) we get for all nn$:
P( sup
t # [a, b]
|F n(t)&F(t)|>=)’.
The proof is complete. K
APPENDIX
Term (3a)
Straightforward but painful calculations lead to:
v (n)1 (s)=E _\a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
Yi (s) ri wijw ik$ jkMj (s&) Mk(s&)+
2
&
R2(1+RA0({)))4 a4n {4 :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
w2ij+12 :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
|wijwik wjk |
+4 :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
|wij wik |+2 :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
:
n
l=1
|wijwikwlj wlk |=
R2(1+RA0({)))4 {4a2n+16na4n \ max1in :
n
j=1
|wij |+
2
+2 :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
|wij wik | :
n
l=1
|wlj |=
R2(1+RA0({)))4 {4a2n+16na4n \ max1in :
n
j=1
|wij |+
2
+2na4n \ max1in :
n
j=1
|wij |+
3
= .
It follows from A2 that:
sup
s # [0, {]
vn(s)=O(a2n)+o \na
4
n
na3n++o \
na4n
n32a92n +=o(1).
Hence we proved that condition (ii) of Proposition 5.1 is satisfied for term
(3a).
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Term (3b)
First, it is easy to show that:
v (n)2 (s)=E _\a2n :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Yi (s) ri w2ij$ ijM j (s&)+
2
&
R2(2+RA0({))4 a4n \ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
w2ij+ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
|wijwik |+ .
Therefore, as for the above lines we get:
sup
s # [0, {]
v (n)2 (s)=O(a
2
n)+o \na
4
n
na3n +=o(1).
Thus condition (ii) of Proposition 5.1 is satisfied.
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